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Abstract
The paper describes developed conference system based on the interaction between personal user mobile devices and
administrator’s PC. This system can be used instead of expensive, sophisticated equipment for conferences with the appropriate
quality of audio signal. Analysis of different approaches and technics and final algorithms are presented. Phase modulation, gain
reduction, spatial filtering, room modeling methods, and particularly AGC, AEQ, notch howling suppression, pitch shifting were
taken as the basic elements of signal processing procedures. Practical realization of the final system is described as well. Main
part of the tuning goes in automatic mode but there is a fine-tuning possibility for the users in the manual mode.
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1. Introduction
The problem of the acoustic feedback control attracted a lot of attention last 50 years and nowadays researches in
this field continue as well. This paper introduces the problem considered in case of audio signal processing in the
developed software for usage of smartphones as microphones in conference systems. That software is a system with
the server-client architecture, where server part installed on PC and client’s part is a unity of mobile applications.
This software can be used by administrators and organizers of the meetings and other public events. The main goal
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of the sound processing subsystem in conference system is to provide sufficiently gained speech signal without
speech intelligibility loss and noise or such unpleasant effects. But in such case the microphone and loudspeaker are
connected via the conference hall and there are existence of positive acoustic feedback in closed loop system.
Acoustic feedback determines the existence of echo and if total gain of the sound system is higher than the value
which called maximum stable gain (MSG) the system becomes unstable and howling appears. Nowadays four
groups of the methods of automatic sound processing are developed for the increasing of MSG with the comfortable
speaker voice’s listening. Exhaustively definition of MSG and detailed description of those methods can be found in
[3]. Here we just briefly mention each of them for arguing the further work. They are: phase modulation; gain
reduction, spatial filtering and room modelling methods.
Methods of the third group (spatial filtering) require setup of the additional acoustic equipment (microphones and
loudspeakers). That fact in our special case doesn’t match the problem statement. It doesn’t allow to process signal
for amplifying and playing by acoustic system using only PC without any additional equipment. Let’s consider other
methods.
Methods with the room modelling are often use real-time tuned filters based on the systems with the finite
impulse response [4-11]. This problem appears in case of calculation processes necessity for the filter tuning and
filtration. We should develop the filter with the length of 4-12 thousands of delay elements even on the 8 kHz
acoustic signal discretization frequency in the room with the impulse responses 0.5-1.5 second long. That filter is
not available for realization on the PC due to calculation difficulties of these group algorithms. For example, authors
had 17-second long processing procedure per 32-millisecond frame. Calculation was executed on the Intel Core i7
processor. It was also performed for the 0.5 second with the parallel processing on the embedded GPU of the
processor for matrix multiplying. It’s better in case of using the same equipment for processing. Though it’s not
enough for this methods realization in the task of acoustic feedback control for the conference system with sound
processing on the PC.
Methods of gain reducing usually use manual tuning of the sound processing system experience and propose
three automatic approaches of tuning such as automatic gain control (AGC), automatic equalization (AEQ) and
automatic howling filtration by the notch filters in the frequency field (Notch Howling Suppression). All of them are
good for realization on the PC. The most interesting one is a filtration with the notch filters. Synthesis of these filters
should be done during the system working process with the parameters that allow increasing of MSG as follows.
Signal goes through the sound processing system then analyzes in the frequency field and evaluates with the some of
criterions. If the narrow band can be characterized as the undesirable then it’s so called howling of the acoustic
system. The next step is the locating of the place in the frequency domain and notch filter synthesizing. That filter
should decrease the intensity of the signal on the howling frequency.
Server part of the developed software may be installed on the PC and available on the Windows, MAC OS and
Linux Ubuntu platforms. Mobile applications are available on android, iOS, Windows Phone. Developed system is a
solution for the problem of public events organizing when it requires presence of expensive, hard-to-use equipment
with a lot of difficult settings, with a short range of distances, high level of noises, or renting of special conference
halls. People in the room can use their personal mobile devices as the both microphones, systems for voting and
scheduling with the described system.
Though there are a lot of advantages in the developed system there are some problems as well. The problem is
decreasing of the transferred audio signal’s quality due the presence of delays and saturations in the system. The
methods used and adapted for the problem of the sound’s quality preservation in the presented environment with
acoustic feedback are shown further in the paper. The structure of the paper presented as follows. The problem
statement’ description is presented in the second part. Analysis and description of applied methods for the signal
processing presented in the third part. Final structure and the practical realization presented in the fourth part of the
paper.
2. Problem statement
Let’s formulate the problem in terms of acoustic environment. Path of the audio signal may be described as
follows. Speech of the speaker receives by the microphone of the smartphone, and then follows through wireless
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network to the signal processing and amplifying system (server part on the PC). Then amplified signal plays by
loudspeaker.
Larsen effect (also known as audio feedback) is a special kind of positive feedback, which occurs when a sound
loop exists between an audio input and an audio output (loudspeaker). In general, the signal received by the
microphone is amplified and passed out of the loudspeaker. The sound from the loudspeaker can be received by the
microphone again, amplified further, and then passed out through the loudspeaker again. The system become
unstable in case the amplification coefficient is more than the maximum stable gain (MSG) of the signal attenuation
in the environment between loudspeaker and microphone [1, 2]. It characterizes by the high speed of the noise
generation on the maximal volume of the loudspeakers.
3. Methods of automatic audio signal processing. Analysis and application
We used multiple criterions detection where is the howling frequencies were detected by every of the criterions.
We used criterions such as PAPR, PHPR, PNPR, IMSD well described in [12] and [15]. PAPR, PHPR and PNPR
detect howling when the signal’s part volume on the particular frequency is higher than the threshold. Meanwhile
IMSD detects howling when the signal volume on the one of the particular frequencies is not changed over several
frames. This frequency becomes a candidate to be howling. So, using some of the criterions together and unifying
the results of comparing with the logical AND allows to decrease the number of detected errors. Otherwise some of
the criterions can be incorrectly applied during the recognition of the speech or other acoustic signal as the howling,
which is not. Quality of criterions and their combinations comparing described in [11] and [12].
Let’s give more detailed description of the PHPR (Peak-to-Harmonic Power Ratio):
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where ݓ - analysed frequency, t – time, m (=2,3,4) – distance multiplier for the harmonic component, Y –
component of the analysed signal in the frequency field at the frequency ݓ . It should be taken into account that this
criterion is available for applying only in range of frequencies below the:
(2)
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where ௦ – discretization frequency of the acoustic signal. It can be applied because the absence of the harmonic
components above the Nyquist frequency. It doesn’t need to use this criterion for the other frequencies. So, the
howling detection at the frequencies above that one can be performed only based on the criterions.
ISMD criterion described in [14] and works only after processing of some number of the frames. This number
should be enough to calculate components depends on given length of detection criterion memory (m) that given as
the relation between  ெ and P.
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The example of the criterions applying illustrated in fig. 1.

(3)
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Fig. 1. Howling detected at the frequency of 790 kHz in the first frame and then filtrated with the narrow band notch filter.

This criterion shouldn’t be considered for the howling detection first because in case of implementing through the
logical AND with the other criterions in the beginning of the session it wouldn’t allow to suppress the howling. It’s
experimentally noticed that the speaker using smartphone, as the microphone doesn’t talk for the few milliseconds.
At this moment absence of ISMD or work of other criterions on the voice doesn’t make any disturbances in the
quality of audio signal. Authors also noticed during the experimental work that howling frequency can be shifted in
case of significant delays (more than 50 millisecond) and microphone placing changes related to the loudspeakers.
Synthesis of the new filter may take a few milliseconds when the howling may appear again. This example
illustrated in fig. 2. The next algorithm may be used for this problem solution. Basic level of the new filter should be
chosen the same as the closest filters in case of howling frequency detection nearby the frequency with another
applied filter.

Fig. 2. Unpleasant effect – howling at the frequency about 2.2 kHz.

Phase-Modulation Methods are really attractive as well by their realization and calculation simplicity. The same
may be applied to the loudness decreasing methods. Authors applied method of signal’s tone shifting in the
frequency domain. It cannot be noticed by bare ears but allows significant increasing speech loudness (MSG).
Shifting algorithm supposes to shift the pitch of the played signal up or down on the small constant with the period
equals the length of the impulse response of the room with the installed conference system. The influence of the
pitch shifting on the speech components is shown in the highlighted region in the fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Changes in the speech components with the frequency shifting.

4. Final structure and practical realization
Wireless network (Wi-Fi) was used for the microphone and PC connection, and for the packet transmitting
protocol (UDP). Smartphones are used as the microphones and the length of the packet is different depends on the
model. That’s why the significant dynamic delay (5-200 millisecond) of the playing signal appears and it’s not
comfortable to process the signals with the different lengths. The compensation of the both jitter and packet length
difference was applied with the help of buffering for the proper system work in this conditions. Data stores in the
program buffer. The constant range sends to the sound processing system with the period and then goes to the
amplifying and playing system. And the rest of the data with variable length allows jitter’s compensation and frame
length equalization. Though it makes additional algorithmic delays.
The final component of sound processing system is the broadband equalizer. It allows characteristics increasing
of the speech such as brightness, intelligibility and existence for every room. That function is manual and available
for the moderators as the 6-banded equalizer. Approximation is proposed for the narrow and broad components
equalization. It’s done to exclude unpleasant howling frequencies and save the form of the curve proposed by the
moderator for the sound quality increasing. Partially it was done based on the previous research in this area [16].
The final structure of the proposed conference system for the realization on the PC looks like:
x
x
x
x
x
x

Noise gate and suppressor
Automatic dynamic compressor
Howling detection
Pitch shifter
User equalizer
Final equalizer

Noise gate and suppressor allow system to supress the residual echo after speaker’s speech is done and to work in
noisy environment. Dynamic compressor is needed to align dynamic range of speaker’s speech.
Conclusion
The paper presents the developed conference system based on the PC and user’s mobile devices. The problems of
this system developing are described. The solution of the audio signal quality improvement is developed. Methods
and approaches of the quality of audio signal increasing are presented. There is developed algorithm of MSG
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increasing, different noise and notch filters, filters of unpleasant effects, pitch shifting methods, and automatic and
manual equalizers in the sound processing scheme. Final solution is a bit complex itself but allows using the
equipment with the small computational power. The final scheme of the system that reduces main unpleasant effects
in the audio signal is presented. It uses the combination of advantages of the entire described separate signal
processing algorithms with the fastest available speed. None of the known algorithms allow achieving desirable
quality of audio signal. But our approach allows uniting the parts of the current algorithms with our inputs and
receiving the best available quality.
We consider using of the methods from the paper, which increase MSG but don’t have an echo cancellation
effect as the future researches. There are a lot of studies on this topic but no good practical results. And that’s why
it’s actual to continue developing AFC methods and not only increase MSG, but quality of the audio signal as well.
We are planning to propose one common criterion for the speech intelligibility and echo cancellation, and use it as a
common parameter in the common cases.
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